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The saying a picture is worth a thousand words is made through looking at the performance of world stock
markets over the past twelve months. Successive events have roiled stock exchanges sending major
indices down sharply.

Runaway inflation, rising interest rates, war in the Ukraine -which has sent food and energy prices through
the roof, supply chain bottlenecks and the tail-end (hopefully) of Covid have combined to sow the seeds of
doubt in investors minds.

Stocks and bonds have been re-priced based on this negative outlook, with multiples falling even where
developed world economies continue to grow and unemployment remains at record lows. The question
now turns to where do we go from here?

The answer to this is evidenced through a longer-term look at capital markets and how they perform over
time. Real time, not 3-5 years, but 10-20. That is the requisite time frame over which real wealth is
generated. A look at the growth of a $100 since the creation of capital markets encapsulates many twenty
year timeframes and shows that well-diversified, patient capital is rewarded with solid returns,
notwithstanding any and all world events that are thrown at it.

Source: Dimensional

As written in previous Around-the-World blogs, since my start in financial services three decades ago,
stock markets have risen a thousand percent. The bell weather Dow Jones Industrial Average has
climbed from three thousand to over thirty-one thousand over this time period. Yet notably it has
experienced periods of sharp decline and on multiple occasions has delivered little in the way of gain over
periods of up to 5 years. For example, during the half decade from 2003-2008, investors would have saw
their hard-earned dollars actually decline in value, before reaping the rewards of staying fully invested for
the next 5 years, where they would have earned all their portfolio returns.

The take-away from this is that time is the indispensable commodity that investors require to generate
returns on their money. Time is the great leveller that smooths out short term volatility that can adversely
affect portfolio returns. Five years is not the long term, but perhaps ten years is the start of it.

I encourage you to take a second look at Graph 1 and the step back and look at Graph 2 to see what
happens when perspective is applied. The best investment portfolio will do little for investors without the
benefit of time. Patience and resolve go hand in hand and at times like this, both qualities are tested.
That’s where I come in and provide the steady hand of thirty years of helping clients with their money. My
experiential knowledge leads to conclude that markets don’t stay down for long and that those who take
the long term view are rewarded with handsome gains on their investments.

Let me know if you need a pep talk and I’m always happy to do so. Speaking with you is one of the most
rewarding aspects of my profession. So is seeing clients enjoy the benefits of staying invested over time.

Thanks for reading!
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Mutual Funds and some Segregated Funds provided by the Fund Companies are offered by Martin
Weiler, a registered representative, through Worldsource Financial Management Inc., sponsoring mutual
fund dealer. Other Products and Services are offered through First Capital Financial Corporation.This
email and any attachments are intended only for the recipient(s) named in this email and may contain
personal and/or confidential information. If you have received this email in error, please email the sender
immediately, and delete the original email. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of all or any part of this
message by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not authorized.The information provided in this
email and/or attachment/s is solely for general and educational purposes and is based on the
perspectives and opinions of the owners and writers. It is provided with the understanding that it may not
be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the rendering of tax, legal, accounting, or professional advice.
Please consult an appropriate professional regarding your particular circumstances. References to third
party goods or services should not be regarded as an endorsement of those goods or services. All
information provided is believed to be accurate and reliable, however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual
fund investments. Please read the prospectus and/or the fund facts before investing. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
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